The time involved in manual entry of data into accounting programs, loses companies thousands of dollars in payroll preparation costs

Thor Biometric Fingerprint Reader
The Thor uses field proven biometric fingerprint
technology in combination with our highly rated
InfiniTime 7.0 Labor Management System. The
Thor brings you the power of an automated time
& attendance terminal with integrated biometric
technology, and a high-resolution color, graphical
display. The Thor is compact in design and easy to
use. It allows the user to clock in & out with the touch
of a finger. The user also has the option of viewing
their last recorded time, transferring departments, or
even entering other information like tips, miles, etc.
The Thor is capable of access control functions. Use
the relay contacts for door locks, exit switches, bells/
horns or for alarms. The large LCD provides maximum readability and the on-board speaker provides
audible and verbal confirmation of a complete or incomplete transaction.
The Thor also comes with an internal bell scheduler
allowing you to use the internal speaker to signal
common start, end and break times. The Thor is also
capable of utilizing any of an employees fingerprints.
The Thor is capable of holding 1,500 templates and
30, 0000 transactions, making the Thor perfect for
any size company.
The Thor comes with a 50– Foot, RS-232
Serial Data Cable for direct communications to a PC.
The Thor also comes standard with a TCP/IP
Ethernet port for communications across a network.
Data is Portable via the use of an external USB Drive
Optional WiFi Communications is also available.

how it works
The Thor is simple and fun to operate. The 65,000
Color LCD Display make completing task easy.
Simply follow the directions on the screen to complete
a transaction. By default customers use the OneTouch Identification, the employee simply places the
fingerprint for verification. Alternatively, the Thor can
be configured for Employees to either enter a PIN
Number or Use Proximity Badges and then verify with
a Fingerprint for added punch security.
The Thor is also capable of access control with the onboard dry-contact relays that comes standard.
Dual-Mode can allow the Thor to be configured for
Time Card Mode and/or Access Control Mode.
The data collected by the Thor Terminal is then sent to
the InfiniTime Labor Management System. With
InfiniTime, detailed reports can be generated, exceptions tracked and data passed on to payroll for check

Features and extras
Can read any fingerprint! (Not limited to the index fingerprint)
Access Control Relay functionality with TTL and Alarm
One year parts and labor warranty
Optional backup battery available
Large backlit 65,000 Color Display for easy operation
Store 30,000 user transactions on-board
Alarm indicator for full memory or others errors
Optional internal bell scheduler
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Real time labor data collection for constants updates
Connect to InfiniTime via RS-232 or TC/IP (Network)
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Optional Proximity, HID Badge or Mifare Reader available
Optional WiFi connection available

